**PRE-EXPO PROJECT REVIEW (400 POINTS). - GROUP**

The Pre-Expo project review is conducted with your team members and one or more members of the ECE senior design instructional team. You will be reviewed on your personal and group progress on the project. By the Pre-Expo your group should have completed designing and building every your design including testing and BeaverSource must be updated. Additional requirements must also be tested and included. Electronic copies of all important datasheets must be on BeaverSource by the Pre-Expo review meeting **week 26**. They should be linked from each block that uses the datasheet. Datasheets for each silicon or electro-mechanical part must be included. Any ‘special’ components not covered by this statement must also have datasheets included.

Each group will be expected to meet during the same time as they would meet with TAs for Biweekly meetings. All of the meeting will be in DB211. Please come ready to demonstrate any tests noted as successful on BeaverSource.

The final score received by the group is scaled by each individual's performance in Biweekly meetings. This scaled score is what will be received for this assignment.

Points:

| 50 points                  | □ BeaverSource 5.* sections up to date
|                           | □ BeaverSource section 6 up to date
|                           | □ All datasheets referenced as required
| 350 points                | Distributed based on agreed on weighting from system level tests. |